SQUIDFALL: WHAT TO DO IF DRIVING
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

1. D.I.E. DETECTION TOWERS WILL SOUND ALARM (KEEP RADIO VOLUME LOW TO LISTEN FOR IT)
2. IMMEDIATELY PULL OVER TO SIDE OF THE ROAD (DRIVING DURING SQUIDFALL IS A $500 FINE!)
3. SHELTER IN PLACE WITHIN YOUR VEHICLE
4. DO NOT LEAVE YOUR VEHICLE UNTIL ALARM CEASES

USE ACID-PROOF SQUEEGEE TO CLEAR SQUIDMELT. (DRIVING WITH SQUIDMELT ON WINDOWS IS A $500 FINE)

WASH CAR WITHIN 24 HOURS TO AVOID SQUIDSTAIN.

SOME SQUIDS HAVE BEAKS. CHECK FOR PUNCTURE DAMAGE.

AVOID SKIN-TO-SQUID/ SKIN-TO-SQUIDMELT CONTACT. (REMEMBER: NEVER EAT A SQUID!)

ALWAYS REPORT THE FOLLOWING TO LOCAL AUTHORITIES:

PSYCHIC MANIPULATION/ABNORMAL SQUID BEHAVIOR/SQUIDS LONGER THAN 10 INCHES/
ANY SQUID THAT LIVES LONGER THAN 30 SECONDS/SQUID SHOWERS LONGER THAN 1 MINUTE/
PROLONGED OR UNUSUAL ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCE/SQUIDS IN HUMANOID FORM.
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